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MUSIC LEGEND ROCKS 5 CITIES 
“Antonio (Tony) Newton, super genius, will go down in history as 

one of the most vital path forgers of our era” …Music critic Randali 
of Mean Street Magazine. 

Tony Newton, 2021 “Rising Star Award” & 2020 “Music Akademia 

Artist of the Year Award” winner, moves to Grover Beach and 5 

Cities area from Hollywood/Los Angeles/Venice Beach because of 

the five cities social and artistic culture and friendly folks. Newton 

finds the area very desirable for creativity, composing-songwriting, 

music & video production and lots more. Newton’s mission is to 

assist humanity through the transformative power of music during 

the pandemic’s social healing recovery. Tony’s vision to achieve this 

goal via live concerts and spreading joy worldwide with his new hit 

single, “Dr. Dance” (The Doctor said Dance). 

Music legend Newton has performed on over 100 million seller hit recordings in his over 40 years as bassist-keyboardist-

music director and producer from Blues, Motown, Rock, Jazz Fusion and Contemporary Classical genre’s. Also, a former 

teacher at LACC (Los Angeles City College,) University of Sound Arts and privately, as well as being an author of over 15 

books on the topics of music, personal development and creative intelligence. This includes Tony’s best-selling auto-

biography “Gold Thunder” and his documentary movie “GrooveMonster”. If you liked “Standing in the Shadows of 

Motown,” you’ll love “GrooveMonster”. 

Robby Krieger-legendary Door’s guitarist/songwriter praises TN’s writing skills as:                                                              
“The Holy Grail of Rock & Roll or Jazz or any medium you can think of.” 

 
Tony is a recognized leader as one of the top creative minds of our time. He is definitely “not” your 
average bear as he would say!  Tony Newton, a musician’s hall of fame member, acclaimed for his 
dynamic work with the famed jazz-rock-fusion group, the Tony Williams Lifetime, Newton, one of 
the original architects of jazz-rock-fusion penned the classic compositions, Snake Oil, Red Alert, 
and others. In addition to being a prime Motown bassist-music director, he performed on many 
historic hit recordings and tours with Stevie Wonder, Michael Jackson, Diana Ross, Smokey 
Robinson (Music Director), the Temptations, Aretha Franklin, The Funk Brothers and more, as 
well as working with veteran rock guitarist, Gary Moore in the British group G-Force. Tony also 
performed and composed with legendary guitarist and friend, Robby Krieger from the mega-
group, The Doors, on Robby’s solo CD, “Cinematix”. Newton has a long and rich musical history, 

participating on many hit recordings and tours, throughout his long and prolific musical career. And let’s not forget to 
mention Newton’s thrilling seven movement “Summit Symphony and Soul of Light Experience.” 
 
Tony is additionally renowned for his keyboard and compositions for film and videos which include: “The Martin Luther 
King Awards” and a NASA space flight. In comparison, it is said that “Prince,” had his own color-PURPLE. Well Tony has his 
own SOUND, “NOVAPHONIC.” He is the creator-inventor of the NOVAPHONIC Q SOUND HARMONY SYSTEM of over 15,000 
harmonic combinations. A Prolific songwriter, Tony’s body of work catalogue including over 200 compositions demonstrates 
this fact. His film work as bassist also includes "Officer and a Gentleman, and Breathless," starring Academy Award winner 
Richard Gere. 
 
In concert Newton and his group TNT Xtreme comes out at the top of his game emanating tidal waves of real musical magic 
and creative energy. if you are looking for true musicianship and creative artistry, you have found a wellspring of innovative 
musical talent. Tony describes TNT Xtreme as. Motown meets Hendrix meets Miles. To witness Tony and his very talented 
musician artist friends at work is to see and have an unparalleled musical vision and experience. Newton takes his audience 
on a journey of his musical career with his own unique approach and arrangements of the “greats” that he played with and 
encountered on his path. From John L. Hookers’ “Boom, Boom,” Jimi Hendrix’s “Red House”, Gustav Holst’s “Mars” to his 
own prolific compositions like “Red Alert”, “Snake Oil, and funk-based songs, “Everybody Get Funky”, “One People”, and 

Funk Bros. Hollywood Star Prentation 
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many more from his award-winning albums "Thunderfunkfusion" and "White Light Collection."  Newton’s performances 
and arrangements radiate dynamic brilliance, as he creates ripping grooves, and shredding exciting solos with his crew of 
amazing musicians. Newton and his group will have you panting on the dance floor and rocking’ in the concert halls as they 
stretch the limits of their musical prowess to another dimension with their own alternative, ultra-expressive, performances. 
 

“My music tells life stories – Within my music there is a unique and special story for each listener as well as a journey 
for both you and I”, “If I can write and perform music which helps you get though a bad time, good time, inspires, or get 

you thinking, then I have fulfilled my mission” - Newton 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INQUIRY CONTACT INFORMATION 

EMAIL-1: TonyNewton777@Yahoo.com - EMAIL-2 (MUSIC): TonyNewtonMusic@gmail.com 

CELL PHONE: 213.448.1338 – Call or email regarding inquiries! 

TONY NEWTON 5 CITES SERVICES OVERVIEW 

 

 

 

 
 
* Tony Newton, is one of the best creative minds I come across in my lifetime and he is also a real musical 
genius dating back to Motown as a musician known as the baby funk brother - Lou Nathan, CEO Nexxus Ent. 
 

The “Phenom” Tony Newton lovingly nicknamed “Maestro” is more than a legendary Gold Record and Award-
Winning (Musicians Hall of Fame) gifted music Multi-Instrumentalist-Composer-Songwriter -Producer-
Publisher. Known as a “Creative Savant or Hyper-Creative” he also is an inventor of a wide range of software 
and hardware products, an innovative business entrepreneur and consultant creating several products and 

mailto:TonyNewton777@Yahoo.com
mailto:TonyNewtonMusic@gmail.com
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tech-based business products over the years. Also, an avid human potential supporter and personal 
development expert, He is a highly regarded digital internet and computer guru, a leading metaphysician, 
mystic and philosopher as well as an inspiring educator and teacher sums up this musical and dynamic human 
phenomenon. Newton’s massive life-body of works staggers the mind and is a true testament to human 
potential, creative expression, work output, mental focus and comprehension. 

 

WEBSITES                                                                                                                                       

(*Click Images to view; they will open in a new window!) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://TonyNewtonMusic.com
http://TonyNewtonLifeVisions.com
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1. MUSIC DIRECTOR: 

After two years with Motown, Tony became music director for Smokey Robinson. He also was MD for many of 

the other Motown artists i.e.: Martha & Vandellas, The Marvelettes, Thelma Huston (which he also was 

keyboardist), 4 Tops. He also played Carnegie Hall with the legendary Aretha Franklin. Many musicals, tours, 

concert performances and recordings also have been under his renown guidance 

2. CONDUCTOR: 

Tony has conducted the Los Angeles City College Orchestra, The White Dove Contemporary Orchestra and 

several small to large orchestras and choirs with energy, zeal and precision towards an uplifting and inspiring 

sound and artistic performance. 

3. CONTEMPORARY MUSIC MINISTRY/SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR: 

Tony spent the last 15 years as music director/keyboardist for the Inglewood Center for Spiritual living, writing 

over 60 songs for solo voice and choir. He was honored with an award plaque which reads: “Presented to Dr. 

Antonio Newton, for your continued source of inspiration, admiration, and affection towards the music 

ministry. Thanks for being so faithful, active, dedicated and committed. We Love You!”. So, if your church 

ministry needs a big music kick in the inspiration, Newton is your ticket for joyful, inspiring services. 

4. LIVE CONCERTS:  
“In concert Tony Newton is a music and performing beast” - A. Scott Galloway, Music journalist 
Tony does dynamic and entertaining concerts in various configurations depending upon the concert budget. 

This can be anywhere from solo piano, power-rock trio, quartet, 6-14 piece (Small Orchestra. All of Tony’s 

concerts are unforgettable, memorable, and exciting events aimed to please the audience. 

5. KEYNOTE SPEAKING AND CONCERTS: 

We heartily welcome you to experience Tony’s keynote concert special events. You are in for an extraordinary 
experience. You are going to experience both an exceptional motivation keynote speech and additionally an 
exciting music concert – Wow! What a concept? 
 
“My mission and job are to provide dynamic tools and powerful information for business and personal 
empowerment so that you may soar to the heights of your full potential”. I create a path for ordinary people to 
do extraordinary things! – Newton 
 
Speaking and music when combined and used together make a powerful and dynamic tool for stimulating and 

inspiring improved personal performance, high quality production and creative solutions, benefits and rewards 

in: Corporate productivity, personal growth, learning and education, richer and fuller living and personal 

expression. Additionally scientific, psychological, marketing, motivational studies show that when employees, 

students or individuals are inspired, they work harder, are more productive, creative, and harmonious.  

6. SONGWRITING/MUSIC COMPOSITION INSTRUCTION:  
Robby Krieger-legendary Door’s guitarist/songwriter praises TN’s writing skills as “the Holy Grail of Rock & Roll 
or Jazz or any medium you can think of.” Tony Studied with the same composition & theory teacher of Frank 
Zappa, Dr. Matt Doran. Tony is proud to state that; “Motown is where I learned the craft of writing and 
producing hit recordings and songs “.  
 
Newton’s body of work of over 500 compositions which includes several classic instrumentals (Snake Oil, Red 
Alert, Joy filled Summer, Inspirations of love) as well as several hit songs over the years, (You Kissed Me 
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Sweetly, I Trust Your Loving, The Doctor Said Dance, Follow Your Heart, One People One Planet, Time for Love, 
Hold On), and many more! Take a listen to any of Newton’s works and you’ll hear innovative, commercial, 
contemporary classical solid timeless music which has stayed on the Billboard music charts for many years and 
even until this day. Tony additionally has written musicals, plays, Shakespeare Sonnets, his Summit Symphony 
in seven movements, solo piano compositions and much more in his long and fruitful music career. Tony will 
show you how to write engaging, expressive, successful and timeless songs with his many techniques learned 
from Masters like Smokey Robinson, Holland-Dozier-Holland, as well as the over 100 hits he has performed on 
as well as his high level in-depth educational schooling and private studies have provided him. Tony’s dynamic 
book, “The Art & Science of Music Composition” is power-packed with theory, creative techniques, and helpful 
examples to speed your learning and creative expression. 
 
This in-depth program studies the art of writing effective and meaningful lyrics, melody, form, harmony, 

rhythm as well as in depth analysis of other hit songs. This program gives you the tools to be a complete Music 

artist. Studies include notation, form, harmony, melody, counterpoint, music development.  

 

7. ARTIST DEVELOPMENT CONSULTATION: 

The artist development program originally started at Motown records in Detroit, MI. The program consisted of 

grooming the artist for stage performance and engagement with fans, industry executives, and general 

professionalism. These days artist development has additionally evolved into artist branding, promotional and 

career strategies, defining and finding your target audience and fans as well as marketing techniques to get the 

most effectiveness from your promotional effort. This artist development consultation will take you to the next 

level and beyond for continued success, concerts and fan expansion. If you want to be recognized as a serious, 

major music artist, then this is for you. Whether you are a beginning or professional artist Tony will share 

proven and powerful strategies and techniques to make your music career a total success. 

8. SONG/MUSIC PRODUCTION & RECORDING: 

This service focuses upon using quality recording, arranging, and producing techniques that get 

exceptional results. Personal style, sound and form are emphasized for greater reward. We take a song 

from concept to finished demo or master recording. You will be extremely proud of your finished product. 

We also have private classes which teach these time honored and profession techniques. 

 

9. ELECTRIC BASS, KEYBOARD, VOCAL LESSONS & WORKSHOPS: 

PIANO/KEYBOARDS: Get your fingers to do what your mind hears and visions. These studies range from 

learning basic techniques for songwriting, studio, and concert performance, to actual programming.  

  

 VOCALS:  Learn from an experienced, skillful and creative producer, music director and vocal specialist. 

The vocal program concentrates on developing your personal style, delivery, strength, and image, not just 

vocal exercises. Recording and live techniques are also covered.  

 

ELECTRIC BASS: Learn from a master who has performed on over 100 hit recordings and toured with some 

of the biggest names in the music business: Smokey Robinson, Marvin Gaye, Temptations, Stevie Wonder, 

Aretha Franklin, Tony Williams Lifetime, Gary Moore G-Force and many more. Tony was also taught by one 

of the world’s greatest bassists, James Jamerson. Tony Exclusively teaches “Secrets of James Jamerson” in 

one of his extensive and in-depth workshops. Additionally, Newton’s world renowned “Bass Bible” is use 

during private instruction. 
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10. CUSTOM SONG PRODUCTION: 

Do you want a custom song written and produced for your product, business or theme music for your event? 

Do you want a hit recording to be known locally, nationally and worldwide, then you have come to the right 

place? 

11. GENERAL INTERNET PR & MARKETING: 

We do keyword and meta-tags, SEO (Search Engine Optimization) Facebook and Google ads. We also do music 

artist and production promotion and marketing as well as general businesses. We also create graphic, video 

and visual marketing. Additionally, website and product branding are included in our comprehensive 

marketing campaigns. 

12. DIGITAL and MIDI RECORDING INSTRUCTION: 

Learning to record using digital and MIDI tools can place one far ahead of the pack and give yourself total 

freedom of creative expression. Tony taught at the University of Sound Arts in Hollywood, CA. for over 6 years 

teaching students Music Theory, MIDI and Digital Recording. In today’s music world Tony is regarded as a true 

artist, and innovative professional in the recording studio. This is because of his over 40 years at the top of the 

music business and many timeless recordings. 

13. WEBMASTER WEBSITE DESIGN and GRAPHICS: 

As a fluent and effective webmaster Tony has designed and created over 200 websites from corporate, small, 

medium sized business as well as music, tech, entertainment and streaming sites for over 20 years. He is fluent 

in HTML, JavaScript, WordPress, animation, SEO, Meta-Tags, Hashtags, and many other skills to create a great 

looking and successful website. There are a lot of webmasters out there but none like Tony because he is also 

a fantastic Digital Graphic artist, so you can be sure your site will pop with color and excellent state of the art 

functionality at a reasonable price point delivered usually within 10 days or less. 

14. DIGITAL GRAPHIC ARTIST: 

Achieve professional results with powerful image editing & graphic design tools, and surprise your viewers 

with beautiful images.  We do custom graphic arts for websites, products, music and mp3 files, Logos, photo 

enhancement and effects, PDF covers, presentation graphics and much more! 

15. BOOK WRITING & MARKETING CONSULTATION:  
Author of over 15 books on music, mysticism and personal development. Tony Newton continues his prolific 
path of creative expression, with books; “Miraculous You”, “Articles of Light, “and “Shine Forth Your Light,” 
“The Magic & Joy of Creativity,” and his best-selling autobiography “Gold Thunder” and more! In this 
presentation, Newton reveals his writing secrets i.e.: How to not get writers block, selecting and developing 
your topic, titling you finished work and more. Newton additionally shares his internet book marketing 
strategies towards fruitful success! If you have a book idea or want to write a book and understand how to DIY 
marketing, then this meeting is for you! 
 
First off, you’ll have a great time, as your manuscript or idea transforms from an idea on paper to computer 
document to a beautiful book, globally distributed. You’ll have meetings with me to refine your vision. You will 
also see multiple cover designs crafted specifically with your personal aesthetic in mind. And we’ll work so the 
interior of your book is as good-looking as anything on the bestseller list.  
  
Additionally, you also get strategy sessions for everything from audiobook viability to author websites to 
promo opportunities and launch strategy to, well, you name it. In other words, we do right by authors, and 
soon you’ll know if your project is a match for us. And if you're ready to skip to the next level... 
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16. VIDEO PRODUCTION & EDITING: 

We do complete production from conceptualization, shooting, editing and delivery. We do production for 

music videos, businesses, large and small as well as product videos. Your completed video will be a complete 

success and hugely impressive to your viewers. We use state of the art equipment and editing software for the 

best professional results. We can even do “Green Screen” video for custom background use. We even have 

resources for custom voice-over scripts. Each project is custom designed and tailored for promotional and 

sales hi-impact results. Ask us for some video links to view our work! 

 

17. USING CREATIVITY AND CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE TOWARDS YOUR SUCCESS: -  
Excerpts from Tony’s book, “The Magic and Joy of Creativity”. Creative intelligence and expression are truly 
one of life’s greatest tools of power towards reaching personal success, and joy, in using, reaching, and acting 
on your full potential. WE ARE ALL CREATIVE BEINGS! “We create our own reality via our thoughts and 
perceptions moment to moment “, At the very deepest core of our being we are making many choices, 
decisions, and perceptual adjustments in our thought and emotions each second, moment and hour of the 
day, ultimately leading to and resulting in the “creation of our own personal reality.” This is creativity in its 
purest form.  
 
“Concerning all acts of initiative and creation, there is one elementary truth - that the moment one definitely 
commits oneself, then providence moves too.” Van Goethe 
 

18. DIVINE WHOLENESS MEDITATION TECHNIQUES  
Newton studied meditation with same Guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi as the Beatles and 4 other renown Guru’s. 
What is “Divine Wholeness?”  Divine Wholeness is at the very core, a state of innate Divine perfection and 
wholeness in its most complete creative expression and form. It is the core code of complete Harmony, 
Balance, Expression, and Life. It is the pure essence of the Creation of God, I Am, Infinite Mind, Buddha, Allah, 
Krishna or whatever name you choose to name or call it. It is the master code of perfected creation within you 
from the creative Divine essence that created you and all else in this Divine Creation of Life. Divine Wholeness: 
your ultimate meditation tool for self-empowerment, Spiritual evolution, joy, abundance, Personal Success, 
unconditional love, financial growth, and freedom. Divine Wholeness Attunement meditation is “Total Life 
Enrichment.”  
 
Take a Quantum Leap in your life!  “Through meditation you awaken to your true nature and highest 
potentials.” -The Dalai Lama. DIVINE WHOLENESS is a powerful and revolutionary new meditation technique 
which connects you directly to your “Divine Inner Core” at the DNA Cellular level. DW uses activation source, 
healing and success codes, statements, and sympathetic vibratory resonance to awaken, attune, harmonize, 
and balance inner personal energies through clearing, imprinting, and declaration meditation processes and 
techniques.  
 
Newton’s Divine Wholeness revolutionary meditation techniques are a powerful transformational and 
innovative outgrowth of many years of varied and profound meditation, spiritual, metaphysical and music 
studies. Gleaming “Total Life Enrichment”, Divine Wholeness, its innovative and powerful multi-level technique 
holds great promise and reward for those seeking expanded living and being. Newton states that compared to 
other historical meditation techniques like Transcendental Meditation, Silva and others, DW is the most 
profound and complete for today's challenging living. The innate power of Divine Wholeness is in its ability to 
activate DNA through resonant vibration, facilitating self-attunement, well-being, personal evolution and 
growth. 
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19. NOVAPHONIC Q’ SOUND  
 The advanced study of Quintal(5ths) and Quartal(4ths) Harmonies and Composition. “One of the most 
revolutionary and enlightening music discoveries of the 20th century” …Whole Life Magazine. 
In this time of progressing technology awareness, music is not immune. This work which is the seventh volume 
in the Novaphonic series, will attempt to show an evolutionary process that was basically unknown until now. 
This work is intended for the music listener and the artist, to better understand comprehend, and enjoy the 
innovative experience of the Novaphonic Sound of Quintal, Quartal, Hybrid and Matrix Harmonies. I will 
present information on how I sought and found certain mathematical formulae, which led me to these new 
dimensions of sound, where I found over 1,200 new chords. I also traced the experimentation and use of 
classic and contemporary master composers in this area. 

 

 

TESTIMONIALS 
 

• I have never met anybody in my life that has given me the truth in so different many forms. Life-long 

lessons that inspire, guide, teach, follow through, and just totally give it all. Tony is not only one of the 

greatest musicians I’ve ever heard or worked with, but has given me the opportunity to see music and 

life through the eyes of a true genius! We love you, Mike, Marcia, and Dalton. - MMM Music - GOLD 

THUNDER BOOK 

 

 

• Not only is Tony Newton my lifelong friend. He is also one of the world’s greatest bassist. With 

numerous Gold and Platinum recordings, a star on the Hollywood Walk of fame (with Funk Brothers), 
Rock and Roll Hall of Famer, A spiritual leader, a deeply profound thinker, a truly dynamic human 

being. DR. MARCUS ROBINSON 

 

 

• When I met the legendary produce-musician-composer Tony Newton it was life changing. He’s one of 

the most remarkable people I’ve ever met. IRENE SODERBERG 

 

• Your book “Miraculous You” is fabulous. I am deeply grateful for the work you are doing. Something 

huge shifted in me through the Divine Wholeness Meditation that is opening the way for more of my 

life purpose to manifest. I experience more joy, health, and gratitude in life, Tony, this gift to humanity 

is immense. Thank you for your lifetime of curiosity and discovery. You are the treasure and the 

blessing. - DR. KIMBERLY MAROONEY, internationally recognized author 

 

 


